PRIZES AND AWARDS
獎項與榮譽

REWARD FOR SUSTAINED EXCELLENCE
持續追求卓越 屢獲殊榮

Our learning-centric approach to higher education has reaped dividends with a cluster of important awards and a suite of research achievements in a broad array of disciplines.

城大以學習為中心的教學方式卓有成效，在廣泛學科領域獲得了不少重要獎項和研究成果。
Students and Alumni

Six students and graduates of the Department of Electrical Engineering won four prizes at the 8th Hong Kong University Student Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition in the category of Life Science and Information Technology organised by the Hong Kong New Generation Cultural Association. Cai Dehan (PhD student) and Liao Henui (PhD student) won the Second Prize, Mr Tsan Tsz-ho (陳梓浩先生) (graduate) and Eldaly Abdelrahman Bakr Mohammed-Abdelnaby (PhD student) won the Third Prize, while Ms Yip Ching-man (葉清曼女士) (graduate) and Mr Yang Kai-yam (楊嘉閔先生) (graduate) won Merit Prizes.

Digital artis Ms Carla Chan (卡娜女士), a graduate from the School of Creative Media, won the Julius Baer Next Generation Art Prize 2023.

Chan Ho-chung (陳浩宗) and Meng Xinmin (孟新民) of the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE), under the supervision of Professor Ray Cheung Chak-chung (張澤松教授) in EE, won 3rd place in the CCF TCARCH Customised Computing Challenge 2022 hosted by CCF TCARCH and jointly organised by the Center for Energy-Efficient Computing and Applications at Peking University and AMD-Xilinx.

Mr Chan Kin-long (陳健朗先生), a graduate from the School of Creative Media, won the New Director award at the 40th Hong Kong Film Awards for his first feature film, Hand Rolled Cigarette.

Wynona Chan Wing-lam (陳盟濤), Florence Yiu Pui-ting (馮沛廷) and Christopher Fong Fu-san (方富聰) from the School of Law won 1st place in the Outstanding Delegation Award and the Best Teamwork Award (as “Team China”) at the International Model United Nations (UN) Human Rights Universal Periodic Review Competition. The competition was co-sponsored by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea.

Cheng Cheung-yu (鄭嶸宇), a student in the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE), Ms Ruan Yuyan (阮雨燕女士), a graduate from EE, and Feng Li (馮莉) , a student from the Department of Computer Science, won 2nd Prize in the Global Final of the Huawei ICT Competition 2021/22 under the Innovation category. The winning project was supervised by Professor Ray Cheung Chak-chung (張澤松教授) in EE.

Students from the School of Creative Media won Gold and Silver awards in the newly established category “Art-tech” in the Greater Bay Area STEM Excellence Award 2022. Winning Gold were Donald Chow Ka-chun (周家謙), Angus Chan Ka-yu (陳家裕) and Susan Su Hui-shan (蘇惠珊), and the Silver winners were Joanna Lai Hoi-tung (黎海婷), Bobo Lam Po-yin (林寶妍) and Hector Chan Yu-hin (陳宇軒).

Dai Chenyue (戴晨鴻) and Li Jaquan (李嘉乾), students from the Department of Computer Science, teamed up with Huang Yixiao (黃一肖), a student from the Department of Electrical Engineering, won the Silver Medal in the 2022 ICPC Asia Kunming Regional Contest.

Deng Feiyang (鄧飛楊), a PhD student in the Department of Electrical Engineering, won the Student Prize at the Asia-Pacific Microwave Conference 2022.

Ge Tong (葛通) in the Department of Electrical Engineering won the IET Prize 2022 organised by the Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET).

Kwok Man-hin (郭文軒) in the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE) and Lam Yat-tung (林哲彤) in the Department of Public and International Affairs were named 1st Runner Up and Best Innovation Award in IET Young Professionals Exhibition & Competition (YPEC) 2022 — Undergraduate Section. The winning project was supervised by Professor Chan Wing-shing (陳永勝教授) in EE.

Mr Lau Kok-nui (劉國瑞先生), graduate from the College of Business, won the Best New Director Award and the Best Original Screenplay Award at the 59th Golden Horse Awards.

A team of five Department of Electrical Engineering (EE) students/graduates supervised by Professor Tsang Kim-fung (曾劍鋒教授) in EE won the First Runner-Up prize in the Tertiary Education Category of the Hong Kong Electronics Project Competition 2022 organised by the Electronics Division, Hong Kong Institution of Engineers. They were Lee Yo-che (李有哲), Liu Yucheng (劉宇成) (PhD), Wang Hao (王浩) (PhD), Wei Yang (薛洋) (PhD) and Mr Zhang Zhifu (張智富先生) (graduate).

PhD student Liu Xiaoyuan (劉小源) from the Department of Electrical Engineering won the Top Ten Academic Youth Award for Metamaterial Postgraduate at the 2nd China Metamaterials Conference.

Dr Liu Yang (劉泱博士), a PhD graduate in the Department of Computer Science, received the Outstanding Doctoral Thesis Award 2021 from the China Chapter of the ACM Special Interest Group on Embedded Systems.

Wong Ming-chi (王明志) of the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE) and Chiu Sum-yin (趙心琳) of the Department of Biomedical Sciences plus graduate Mr Wong Ho-yin (黃浩賢先生) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering were named Champions and Favourite Team Award in the SMART@GWIN & E&M IoT Application Challenge 2022 (Tertiary Category). The winning project was supervised by Professor Ray Cheung Chak-chung (張澤松教授) in EE.
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Faculty and others
Ms Christy Chan May-see (陳英士女士), Senior Tutor in Chan Feng Men-ling Chan Shuk-lin Language Centre, and her interinstitutional collaborative team received the 2022 UGC Teaching Award.

Chair Professor Ron Chen Guannong (陳國榮教授) of the Department of Electrical Engineering, and Professor Li Chengqing (李承清教授), a PhD graduate supervised by Professor Chen and working at Xiangtan University in Hunan province, received the Guillenm-Cauer Best Paper Award 2022 by IEEE Circuits and Systems Society.

Professor Ralid Daoud in the Department of Mechanical Engineering was made a Fellow of the Institute of Physics.

Professor Annis Fung Lai-chu (溫麗珠教授) in the Department of Social and Behavioural Sciences was awarded the QS Reimagine Education — Silver Winner for the category “Nurturing Wellbeing and Purpose Award” by the University of Pennsylvania, US.

Professor Bert George from the Department of Public and International Affairs and his international collaborators received the Joseph Wholey Distinguished Scholarship Award by The American Society for Public Administration.

Professor Virginia Harper Ho and Professor Lauren Lin Yu-hain (林郁馨教授) from the School of Law, together with Professor Zhao Shan (趙山教授) from the Department of Economics and Finance, were appointed as research members of the European Corporate Governance Institute.

Professor Hu Jinlian (胡金蓮教授) and Professor Zhu Yuntian (朱遠天教授) were elected as the 2022 class of Fellows of the National Academy of Inventors.

Professor Way Kuo (郭國教授) was awarded a prestigious medal in Management by the Chinese Management Association of Taiwan.

The “Joint University Mental Wellness Project” led by Professor Sylvia Kwok Lai Yuk-ching (郭樂玉教授) in the Department of Social and Behavioural Sciences was honoured with a Second Class Award in the 2022 Higher Education (Undergraduate) National Teaching Achievement Award by the Ministry of Education.

Professor Li Haoliang (李浩亮教授) in the Department of Electrical Engineering received the ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper Award at the International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis 2022.

Professor Li Yangyang (李陽陽教授) in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering was admitted as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Mr Angus Mak (麥安振先生) in the Facilities Management Office won the Gold Award in the Organization/enterprise — Foreman category in the 14th Outstanding OSH Employees Award.

Professor Qiao Xiao (高曉教授) in the School of Data Science received the 2022 Amazon Research Award in the research area of Applied Machine Learning.

Chair Professor Joe Qin Sizhao (秦泗沼教授) of the School of Data Science received the 2022 IEEE CSS Transition to Practice Award presented by the IEEE Control Systems Society.

Professor Sun Hongyi (孫洪義教授) in the Department of Systems Engineering won a first-class award from the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education Alliance of China (IEEAC). CityU was awarded by the IEEAC as an Excellent Organising/Supporting University of Innovation and Entrepreneurship.

Professor Michael Tse Chi-kong (謝智康教授) of the Department of Electrical Engineering received Second Place in the 2021 IEEE Power Electronics Society Transactions Prize Paper Award.

Professor Tsui Lik-hang (徐力恒教授) in the Department of Chinese and History was elected Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, UK.

Professor Wang Zuankai (王遠開教授) of the Department of Mechanical Engineering was named Senior Research Fellow by the Research Grants Council for 2022/23. In addition, Professor Alicia An Kyoun-gjin (安京珍教授) in the School of Energy and Environment (SEE), Professor Kannie Chan Wai-yan (陳海恩教授) in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, and Professor Liu Chunhua (劉春華教授) in SEE were named Research Fellows.

Professor Wang Shiqi (王詩琪教授) in the Department of Computer Science received the 2021 IEEE Multimedia Rising Star Award.

Professor Xu Weitao (徐偉滔教授) from the Department of Computer Science received the Rising Star Award 2021 from the China Chapter of the ACM Special Interest Group on Embedded Systems.

Professor Alex Yu Xianghao (余翔昊教授) in the Department of Electrical Engineering received the 2023 IEEE Communications Society Katherine Johnson Young Author Paper Award.

Researchers from CityU received 36 awards at the 48th International Exhibition of Inventions Geneva. This is the third year running that CityU has received the highest number of awards among local institutions.

Vision Carbon, a team from CityU, won the Gold Medal and “The Best Cross-Border FinTech Solution” award at the FinTech Olympiad (FTOL) 2023 competition. FTOL, hosted by CityU and supported by HSBC, attracted 94 teams from 18 universities.

CityU won the “Safety Performance Award — Outstanding Award” and the “Safety Management System Award — Merit Award” in the “21st Hong Kong Occupational Safety & Health Award” organised by the Occupational Safety & Health Council. CityU has won the Safety Performance Award — Outstanding Award for three consecutive years.

In recognition of the University’s outstanding achievements in promoting “Healthy Eating”, “Physical Activity” and “Mental Well-being”, CityU received the Excellence Award in the “Joyful@Healthy Workplace Best Practices Award” under the “Occupational Health Award 2021-22”. This award is co-organised by the Occupational Safety & Health Council, Labour Department, Department of Health, the Pneumoconiosis Compensation Fund Board and the Occupational Deafness Compensation Board.

The HK Tech 300 start-up called 2cool (新科技) won the Gold Award and a prize of US$1 million in the second edition of the TERA-Award Smart Energy Innovation Competition. The competition was jointly organised by Towngas and State Power Investment Corporation Limited.